Chinese Culture Club Events Held by Confucius Institute at Troy University on Montgomery Campus Continues to Heat up

On April 1, as one of the series of events held by Chinese Culture Club of Confucius Institute at Troy University (CIT) Montgomery campus, Chinese food culture lecture kicked off as scheduled. This event was chaired by Assistant professor Jin Qiu, the head teacher of CIT on Montgomery campus. More than twenty Montgomery campus staff and students participated in this event.

The event began from experiencing Chinese dumplings, spring rolls and other Chinese snacks by using chopsticks, which aroused attendees’ great interests. Then, Professor Qiu introduced the concept of Civilians’ top priority is food among Chinese people. Followed by the introduction of eight major cuisines of China, the lectures highlighted the prestigious Sichuan cuisine and Shanghai mouth-watering snacks. The authentic Chinese food culture was showed by the appropriate use of vivid photos and video in this lecture.

The two-hour lecture made attendees enjoyable. They said it is very helpful for them to know more about the Chinese food culture. The good feedback from the attendees will foster the following series of events go smoothly, which will be held by Chinese Culture Club of CIT Montgomery campus. Also, these are the important part of Chinese culture promotion activities for CIT.